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CBDCs in Latin America and the Caribbean: Central Banks’ views
Central bank’s work on CBDC advances further
Share of respondents
Engagement in CBDC work

Focus of work1

CBDC research and pilots in LAC

• 21 central Banks surveyed:
2020-2021
• Clear interest in CBDCs:
85% engaged in CBDC
research.
• Higher interest in retail
CBDC compared with the
global average

The use of this map does not constitute, and should not be construed as constituting, an expression of a position by the BIS regarding the
legal status of, or sovereignty of any territory or its authorities, to the delimitation of international frontiers and boundaries and/or to the
name and designation of any territory, city or area.
Share of respondents conducting work on CBDC. 2 Global results corresponds to the 65 countries answering the survey in 2020 for Boar,
C and Weherli, A, (2021):”Ready, Steady, Go”, BIS Working paper N°114.
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• One of the most dynamic
regions in the world

Source: BIS central bank survey on CBDC; R Auer, G Cornelli and J Frost (2021): Rise of the central bank digital currencies: drivers, approaches
and technologies, BIS Working paper N° 880, August.
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CBDCs in Latin America and the Caribbean: Central Banks’ views
• Main motivations are to improve
financial inclusion and the
efficiency and safety of domestic
payments

Motivations for issuing a retail CBDC
Average importance

• Related motivation: To anticipate
entries by private cryptocurrencies
or stablecoins into local
economies.
• Reduce – not replace – cash use is
also a motivation: Cost of
production and distribution

Scale: 1 = not so important; 2 = somewhat important; 3 = important; 4 = very important.
Source: Boar and Wehrli (2021); BIS survey on CBDC in LAC.
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The likelihood of CBDC issuance

• Despite being one of the leading
regions in the world, most central
banks are not planning to issue a
CBDC soon

• Much less interest in issuing a
wholesale CBDC

Share of respondents
Retail

Short term

Medium term

Wholesale

Short term

Medium term

Short term: 1–3 years; Medium term: 1–6 years. In all graphs “Likely” combines “very likely” and “somewhat likely”. “Unlikely” combines “very
unlikely” and “somewhat unlikely”.
Source: BIS central bank survey on CBDC.
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Potential benefits and costs of CBDCs for LAC economies
Benefits
Replace declining cash use
Reduce costs of physical cash
Financial inclusion
Reducing informality
Back-up system for private payments systems
Getting funds to hard-to-reach people
and places
More competitive and efficient payments
Improve cross border payments
Fend off private cryptoassets and foreign
CBDCs
Augment monetary transmission channels

Costs/Risks
Cost of implementing CBDCs
Cyber attacks and criminal activity
Disintermediation of banking sector
Greater volatility of capital flows
Overlap between monetary and fiscal policy
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Declining cash use? …. Nope!
 Key selling point of CBDCs in

advanced economies – issue digital
central bank liability to replace
declining cash use.

Use of cashless payments1
Transactions per year

 Rationale less relevant to LAC.
 Cashless electronic payments not that

popular in LAC (red bars), even
compared with other EMDEs (blue
bars).

1

Data for 2017.

Sources: CEMLA, Yellow Book statistics; CPMI, Red Book statistics.
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Declining cash use? …. Nope!

 Confirmed by our survey: LAC central

banks don’t see cash use declining
now or in medium term.

 So declining cash use not a first-order

rationale for CBDCs in LAC.
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Promoting financial inclusion? … yes
 In our survey, most salient motivation

for central bank interest in CBDCs.

 Especially relevant to LAC, given low

share with transaction accounts.

 69 percent have cellphones, only 49

percent have bank accounts.

 Popularity of M-Pesa in Kenya.
 Needs to be complemented with

government outreach.
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Reducing informality? … yes, hopefully
 LAC economies have large informal

sectors.

 Restrain economic development:

reduce taxes, discourage investment,
constrain firm size.

 Informal sectors run on cash.
 If CBDCs widely adopted, could

encourage informal retailers to accept,
push them into the formal sector.
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Getting funds to hard-to-reach people and places? … yes
 Emergencies such as hurricanes.

 Hurricane Maria in Puerto Rico 2017: cash shortages

 Bahamas adopted CBDCs to get payments services to far-flung islands.
 Covid-19: another kind of emergency.

 Governments struggled to distribute relief payments quickly and efficiently.
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Getting funds to hard-to-reach people and places? … yes
Share of respondents
Agreement to statements on cash use

Reasons for altered stance on CBDC due to Covid-19

Source: BIS central bank survey on CBDC.
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Promoting more efficient and competitive payments systems? …yes, probably

 LAC banking and payment systems:

concentrated, uncompetitive,
inefficient, and high prices
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Promoting more efficient and competitive payments systems? …yes, probably

 Concentration not the only

concern: another is fragmentation

 Payments providers may offer

systems that aren’t interoperable –
ie, difficult to conduct payments
across different services – and that
could raise costs, too.

 LAC already lagging in operability

for mobile money services.
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Promoting more efficient and competitive payments systems? …yes, probably
 CBDCs may be able to address both concentration and fragmentation.

 Can design common platform, open to private payments providers, and supervised to ensure fair
competition.
 Could ensure both free entry into market, and
 Interoperability among payments systems.

 What about retail fast payments systems?

 PIX in Brazil account for 70 percent of digital transactions.
 Also CoDi in Mexico.

 CBDCs have three advantages:

 No need for intermediary credit – can streamline payments, including cross-border

 Common platform for payments provides could support more dynamic, innovative sector.
 Could embed programmable contracts to automate financial transactions.
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Improve efficiency and lower cost of cross-border payments? Yes, probably
 Key issue for BIS, G20, FSB.

 Especially important for LAC, given high dependence on remittances.
 Long chains of correspondent banking links drive up costs

 BIS Innovation Hub: Multiple CBDC (mCBDC) arrangements to reduce links.
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Fending off private cryptoassets and foreign CBDCs?...it depends
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Fending off private cryptoassets and foreign CBDCs?...it depends…
 Central banks concerned that private stablecoins will divert demand from own

currencies

 Leading to capital flight, loss of monetary control, loss of seignorage

 Considering issuing own CBDCs to counter threat from stablecoins, foreign CBDCs.
 Will that work?
 If jurisdictions are macroeconomically/financially stable but have slow, high-cost

payments systems: maybe yes

 If jurisdictions have high inflation/non-credible policies, leading to currency

substitution: probably not
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Potential benefits and costs of CBDCs for LAC economies

Costs/Risks
Cyber attacks and criminal activity
Disintermediation of banking sector
Greater volatility of capital flows
Overlap between monetary and fiscal policy
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Potential costs and risks of CBDCs
 Cyber attacks and criminal activity
 Disintermediation of banking sector
 Greater volatility of capital flows
 Overlap between monetary and fiscal policy
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Cyber attacks and criminal activity
 CBDCs subject to same risks as private electronic payments:
 Cyber attacks,

 Illicit use for money laundering, tax evasion, etc.
 Two risks for central banks:

 Reputational risk if CBDCs are hit

 Political risk if central banks forced to intrusively monitor private CBDC accounts
 Means of addressing these risks:

 Account-based rather than token-based CBDCs – to reduce criminal risk
 Hybrid CBDC model:

- Central banks issues CBDCs
- Private banks distribute to retail customers, open CBDC accounts, monitor for
compliance
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Disintermediation of banking sector
 Worries that CBDCs could siphon off money from bank deposits

 In normal times, could force banks into the wholesale funding market, raising costs,
reducing credit, increasing risk-taking
 In crisis times, could lead to runs on banks that further destabilize financial system

 But several ways of addressing risks

 Pay low/no interest on CBDC accounts

 Caps on CBDC holdings (as in the Bahamas Sand Dollar)

 If run into CBDCs occurs, central banks can relend funds to private banking system
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Design choices and challenges
 5 LAC experiments, 3 ongoing
 All ongoing use hybrid model
 Both centralized and DLT
 Bahamas/ECCB: caps on holdings, no

interest paid

 Central banks lack direct access to

users’ personal data

 No cross-border use
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Conclusions
 Central banks in LAC are very interested in CBDCs.
 Benefits appear to outweigh the costs/risks.

 Costs/risks can be addressed through careful design and implementation.

 But benefits likely to be incremental, not transformative.

 Won’t revolutionize the economy.

 Won’t address most immediate worries: pandemic scarring, soaring inflation
 So issuing CBDCs not an immediate and pressing priority.
 But central banks can do more than one thing at a time, and careful/methodical

consideration of CBDCs can be one of them.
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Some references
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Thank you!

Q&A
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The drivers of central bank engagement in CBDCs
CBDCs scores and search interest

 Measures of interest and

Scores on CBDC engagement

Speech and search

engagement in CBDCs in
the LAC region are lower
than those in AEs but
broadly similar to those in
other EMDEs.

1

Data have been normalised and windsorised at 5%

2

Data have been normalised

Source: Auer, R, G Cornelli and J Frost (2020): “The rise of central bank digital currencies: drivers, approaches and technologies”, BIS Working
Papers, no 880, August 2020, updated as of October 2021.
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Ordered probit coefficients for central bank interest in CBDCs
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Improve efficiency and lower cost of cross-border payments? Yes, probably
 BIS Innovation Hub: Multiple CBDC (mCBDC) pilot experiments

 “mCBDC Bridge” experiment with Hong Kong, Thailand, China, and UAE
 Project Jura to exchange euros for Swiss francs.

 CBDCs won’t eliminate all costs of cross-border payments – many legal/regulatory issues
 But they should help.
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